
Love Living  
in Your Home!

A home owner’s guide to comfortable living



When it comes to water heating, home 
heating or cooking make natural gas  
your first choice energy.

Love Having the Energy There are many good reasons to choose  
natural gas first:

°  Natural gas is less expensive than electricity and 
LPG for many modern energy requirements - 
especially large families or multiple bathrooms.

°  Natural gas is piped directly to your property and is 
always available. 

°   There are a number of energy retailers available 
that sell natural gas so you can review their pricing 
and select the most suitable for you at any time.

°  The amount of natural gas is accurately measured 
so you only pay for the actual energy used. 

°  Natural gas can add value to your home by having 
an additional energy option installed.



Love a 
warm 
home



Continuous flow water heaters:
°  Are small and easy to install – can go on an outside wall 

freeing up storage space inside.

°  Continuously heat the water as long as the tap is turned 
on – so you never run out of hot water.

°  Do not store water so there are no issues with 
maximum storage temperature to protect health.

°  Only heat the water being used so  no energy is wasted 
keeping stored water hot.

°  Start heating as soon as the tap is turned on – so no 
waiting for a cylinder to reheat after a holiday.

°  Can deliver water to the point of use at your favourite 
temperature – so you are always on control.

° �Are�highly�efficient�–�so�the�amount�of�energy�required�
is minimised making it less costly.

Gas storage water heaters:
° �Can�fit�into�a�cupboard�(much�the�same�as�an�electric�

ones) or can be sited outside.

° �Have�larger�heating�elements�(burners)�and�reheat�
stored water faster – meaning that you can have more 
showers during a period of time.

°  Come in a variety of sizes to suit any requirement.

°   May not require electricity so will operate even when 
power�is�off.

° �Are�flexible�and�can�operate�on�mains�pressure,�
unequal pressure or low pressure.

Natural gas offers choice for water heating.  
You can select either a continuous flow water heater or a storage cylinder:

Love Oodles of Hot Water!



Love a 
long hot 
shower



Central Heating
°  Is available as either ducted warm air or hot water 

radiator systems. 

°  Ensures that the whole house is maintained at your 
favourite temperature – so there are no cold areas 
when moving from room to room.

°  Provides a lovely environment throughout the house 
ensuring that it is warm and dry and is great for family 
health during winter.

°  Provides full control so that you can set it to provide the 
most comfort when you want it.

° �Has�timer�options�so�you�can�have�it�turn�off�while�at�
work and have the home cosy when you return.

Natural gas provides a wide choice of 
options for heating your home – including 
central heating for total home warmth, 
gas fires for lovely cosy ambience in your 
living room, or gas heaters for point of use 
heating in key areas.

Love Basking in 
the Warmth



Gas Heaters:
°  Large range of gas heaters available to suit all tastes 

and heat requirements.

° �Larger�heaters�are�fixed�in�place�and�flued�so�that�the�
environment�in�the�room�is�not�affected.

° �Smaller�heaters�can�be�flueless�giving�flexibility�to�move�
between living areas that have bayonet points and to be 
stored during summer months.

°   Can have thermostatic controls so that the temperature 
can be set and the level of comfort maintained without 
constant adjusting.

° �Can�have�timers�that�allow�them�to�turn�on�and�off�
when you desire ensuring that the home is warm when 
you want it.

Gas Fires
° �Provide�the�lovely�real�fire�effect�and�ambience�for� 

your home.

° �Do�not�require�refuelling,�stoking�or�ash�cleaning�so� 
you can just sit back and enjoy.

°  Can be turned on by the press of a button so there is  
no�waiting�for�the�flames�to�take�before�you�get�warm.

°  Can have thermostatic control to maintain warmth  
at your favourite level.

°  Can have remote devices so you can control them from 
the comfort of your favourite chair.

° ��Can�have�two�glass�sides�to�fit�in�a�wall�between�two�
rooms and provide the same comfort and ambience in 
two places at once.

°  Can have options to duct the warm air into other rooms 
giving�greater�warmth�benefits.



Love Controlling  
the Cooking
Natural gas is the natural choice  
for cooking:

°  Easy to ignite and instantly hot so that you can start 
cooking immediately.

°   Excellent controllable heat which allows you to cook 
any dish from full on sizzling of a steak to the delicate 
heating of a sauce.

°  No special pans or pots required.

°  Cooking that is quick and easy so you spend less time  
in the kitchen.

°  Top cooks world-wide choose gas.

Love  
to cook  

like a pro



Making the Connection
Connecting to natural gas with  
First Gas is easy

° ��If�water�heating�or�central�heating�is�being�installed,�your�
property�fronts�a�gas�main,�and�the�connection�length�
will be less than 20m the connection will cost nothing!

°   If you are building a new home and your builder 
provides an open trench for a duct we can keep the 
connection time to an absolute minimum so you are 
sure of gas being available when you move in.

° ��You,�your�builder�or�your�gasfitter�can�apply�for�a�
connection using the connection form on our website 
and we will promptly send you a quotation.

° �Once�you�have�accepted�our�quotation,�which�may� 
well�be�for�nil�cost,�it�is�easy�–�we�will�schedule�and�
complete your connection so you can enjoy the  
benefits�of�natural�gas.�

Contact us: 
Phone:�0800�NEW�GAS�(639�427)� 
Email:�connections@firstgas.co.nz

Love  
connecting  
to natural  

gas





This is Us – First Gas Ltd
First Gas Ltd is one of the natural gas 
network owners and operators in the 
North Island. Our areas include Whangarei, 
Waikato, Bay of Plenty, Central Plateau, 
Gisborne and the Kapiti Coast.

While First Gas is a new company in the New Zealand 
gas industry it has a great deal of knowledge through 
the engagement of skilled personnel who have been 
part of natural gas distribution for a number of years.

This means that we understand the requirements 
of the gas marketplace and have developed sound 
practices and processes to ensure we provide a high 
level of service.

We are a natural gas infrastructure company only and 
as such we are fully focussed on what is good for the 
ongoing development of the natural gas industry.

We will continue to do this by:
°  Reticulating natural gas in to all new subdivisions  

where possible.

°  Extending the gas network in existing streets 
where�we�can�see�that�there�is�sufficient�demand.

°  Providing connection fees that make connecting to 
natural gas attractive for consumers.

°  Continually improving our processes and 
procedures to ensure we provide top service  
to all stakeholders and consumers.

New Connections 
0800�NEW�GAS�(639�427)� 
E�connections@firstgas.co.nz

Connection Enquiries
E�connections@firstgas.co.nz
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